Continuously increasing the bandwidth to enhance the capacity is impractical because of the scarcity of spectrum availability. Fortunately, on the basis of the characteristics of the multihop cellular networks (MCNs), a new compact frequency reuse scheme has been proposed to provide higher spectrum utilization efficiency and larger capacity without increasing the cost on network. Base stations (BSs) and relay stations (RSs) could transmit simultaneously on the same frequency according to the compact frequency reuse scheme. In this situation, however, mobile stations (MSs) near the coverage boundary will suffer serious interference and their traffic quality can hardly be guaranteed. In order to mitigate the interference while maintaining high spectrum utilization efficiency, this paper introduces a fractional frequency reuse (FFR) scheme into multihop cellular networks, in which the principle of FFR scheme and characteristics of frequency resources configurations are described, then the transmission (Tx) power consumption of BS and RSs is analyzed. The proposed scheme can both meet the requirement of high traffic load in future cellular system and maximize the benefit by reducing the Tx power consumption. Numerical results demonstrate that the proposed FFR in compact frequency reuse achieves higher cell coverage probability and larger capacity with respect to the conventional schemes. key words: OFDMA/TDD, compact frequency reuse, fractional frequency reuse, multihop cellular networks
Introduction
The future wireless cellular networks, such as LTEAdvanced project [1] and IEEE 802.16m systems [2] , will adopt orthogonal frequency division multiplex access (OFDMA) for multihop cellular networks. OFDMA has been proposed as the most promising physical layer technology for broadband wireless communications. The relay strategies and technologies are designed to provide services with wider coverage range and higher data rate. In the presence of RSs, radio frequency allocation is of great importance in system planning, because some extra resources should be allocated to relay links (BS↔RS links). As regards the loss of the frequency resource, compact frequency reuse scheme is considered as one of the most frequency efficient alternatives for MCNs. By taking advantage of the non-transparent RS (NT-RS) operating in distributed scheduling and security mode [3] , the simultaneous transmission of both BSs and RSs on the same frequency-time resources is possible. In other words, when transferring data via RS↔MS links, BS↔MS links can use the same frequency for data transmission. As a consequence of the compact frequency reuse, the frequency efficiency improves as the opportunities of simultaneous transmission increase. OFDMA can't achieve interference mitigation that code division multiple access (CDMA) can do. It must be noted that MSs may suffer serious interference near the coverage boundary. As shown in Fig. 1 , MSs suffer from not only inter-cell interference (ICI) but also intra-cell interference produced by BS and RSs using the same frequency for simultaneous transmission. As a result, the cell coverage probability and system throughput are prone to decrease. In [4] , a relay based orthogonal frequency planning strategy is to improve cell edge performance, but it requires more extra spectrum for orthogonal resources allocation. In [5] , a distance-based frequency reuse scheme is introduced, in which BS transmits on the same frequency as RSs within the short reuse distance. Due to the shadow fading effects, it is quite inaccurate to predetermine the reuse distance in reality. In practice, FFR has been widely studied in conventional cellular networks. The idea is to adopt frequency reuse factor 1 at the center of the cell to maximize the network spectral efficiency, while frequency reuse factor 3 at cell edges to alleviate interference. In [6] , it gives an analysis of the theoretical capacity and outage probability of an OFDMA cellular system using FFR and proportional fair scheduling algorithm. FFR performances are reported in terms of the average number of bits that can be transmitted per symbol in [7] . However, those works don't pay attention to FFR used in MCNs. In fact, when some interference effects are introduced by RSs, the performance of those schemes may be degraded, and thus FFR should be studied according to new system model. This paper focuses on the downlink of OFDMA multihop cellular networks working on time division duplex (TDD) mode, proposes two FFR schemes to significantly reduce interference and maintain the cell frequency efficiency, and analyzes the power consumption of BS and RSs which are reduced. Simulations are implemented for the performance analysis of two FFR schemes.
The main contribution of this paper is that it, for the first time, provides a quantitative discussion on FFR in compact frequency reuse for MCNs, which lies in the first part of this paper. To the best of our knowledge, this scheme involving frequency allocation schemes and the combination rule of path selection and zone selection has not appeared in Copyright c 2010 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers other publications.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the system model and explains compact frequency reuse analysis. In Sect. 3, we propose FFRrelated algorithms, such as proposed frame structure, path selection and zone selection rule, resource allocation algorithm, and so on. Section 4 presents the simulation environment, the numerical results and some discussions. Section 5 concludes this paper.
System Model and Problem Formulation

System Model
In each cell, a BS and six RSs are respectively located at the cell center and edge. An MS can communicate directly with BS over a single-hop, or otherwise, establish a two-hop path via an RS, which can be decided by comparing R BS →MS with R BS →RS →MS [8] . Therefore, the optimal routing path is determined as
where R BS →MS is the transmission rate between BS and MS, and R BS →RS →MS is the harmonic mean of transmission rate for two-hop communication. By the above path selection rule, termed rate-based rule, the effective transmission rate R e (n) for user n is equal to
With a packet of size P, R BS →RS →MS can be given as
where t BS →RS →MS is the total two-hop transmission time. According to IEEE 802.16 standards [9] , when entering network, MS chooses between BS attachment or RS attachment based on the signal strength levels of preamble signal of BS and RSs. In the process of data transmission, the optimal path cannot be obtained only by considering the received signal strength, because MS may suffer interference and the link BS→RS is not taken into account. Therefore, when initiating data services, MS should re-choose to connect BS or RS in accordance with rate-based path selection rule.
In wireless communication environments, the received signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR) can be calculated as
where P i is the received power from BS/RS i, P j is the received interfering power from BS/RS j, N o is the receiver noise, and N is the total number of transmitters (BS/RS) using the same frequency. Subject to path loss, the received power decays as the propagation distance between the transmitter and the receiver increases. Also, there exists shadow fading that can be modeled by a log-normal random variable 10 ξ 10 . Therefore, supposing that the Tx power is P t , the received power P r can be written as
where PL represents the path loss. G t and G r are the antenna gains of transmitter and receiver respectively. ξ is the Gaussian distributed random variable with zero mean and standard deviation σ. Table 1 illustrates the required SINR level for the given modulation and coding schemes (MCS) [10] . According to IEEE 802.16 standards, a slot is the minimum frequencytime resource unit and slot efficiency refers to the data transfer rate delivered by a slot in the frame. Adaptive modulation and coding (AMC) is utilized in the system. If M-ary (M = 2 m ) modulation is chosen and the coding rate is r, m · r bits can be carried by one data subcarrier. A slot contains 48 data subcarriers, and then slot efficiency can be defined as:
The modulation mode and coding rate is determined by the instantaneous received SINR. Since different SINR level corresponds to different slot efficiency, the slot efficiency can also be expressed as:
where S INR represents the SINR of a link. The data rate R in the link can be given as
where N slot represents the numbers of slots allocated to the link. The transmission rate R BS →MS is the data rate of the link BS→MS, and the transmission rate R BS →RS →MS for two-hop can be calculated through the data rates of two links BS→RS and RS→MS via Eq. (3). Based on the above analysis, we can obtain the transmission rates of two paths, which are demonstrated as R BS →MS ← f 1 (·) and R BS →RS →MS ← f 2 (·). By the rate-based path selection rule, BS is responsible for calculating the transmission rate of each path for an MS. BS can always obtain the values of SINR on BS→RS and BS→MS link. The information of RS→MS link, including the value of SINR, is reported to BS by RS. When initiating data services, BS enables MS to re-choose to connect BS or RS by the rate-based path selection rule according to the instantaneous SINR of every link. This paper focuses on the key performance metric of cell coverage probability and throughput after the initiation of the data services. We define an MS to be in the outage if the SINR received by MS is less than the threshold for the most robust MCS. The cell coverage probability is defined as the percentage of area within the cell that has received SINR above the threshold. Considering a cell with N users, the effective transmission rate in frame i for user n is R e (i, n). The throughput is given as (9) where N f rame is the total number of TDD frame for simulation, and f (i, n) denotes whether user n in frame i is allocated to slots. f (i, n) can be given by
1 if user n in frame i is allocated to slots 0 otherwise (10) 2.2 Analysis of Compact Frequency Reuse † Though compact frequency reuse can save precious frequency resources and increase spectral efficiency, it is experiencing a penalty: the aggravation of interference may be a factor to decrease the cell capacity and coverage. Besides the existing inter-cell interference, the intra-cell interference generated by deploying BS and two RSs in a sector using the same frequency-time resources in the dense manner render this approach less desirable. Figure 2 shows SINR distribution of access link in compact frequency reuse system. Black represents area with no service. Red represents area with high MCS level between 64 QAM 2/3 and 64 QAM 5/6. The rest of colors represent areas with various degrees of MCS levels respectively. It can be observed that compact frequency reuse scheme decreases the cell coverage to 80.72%, even it is lower than 89.05% of BS only cellular networks. Meanwhile, the sector throughput of 4.58 Mbps is also lower than 5.17 Mbps of BS and NT-RS with centralized allocation mode of cellular networks [11] . It would be possible to derive further advantages from adjustment of BS/RS using frequency reuse schemes and RS choosing appropriate configuration parameters.
FFR in Multihop Cellular Networks
Proposed FFR Scheme
According to IEEE 802.16m specification [3] , each frame is divided into downlink and uplink subframes. The BS downlink subframe consists of access zone (BS→MS) and relay zone (BS→RS and BS→MS), and the RS downlink subframe consists of transmit zone (RS→MS) and receive zone (Receiving Mode). In a frame, the following control information is used to ensure optimal system operation, such as preamble, frame control header (FCH), and media access protocol (MAP). Two kinds of frame structure are presented respectively in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 as solutions to enable FFR in OFDMA multihop cellular networks. In scheme I shown by Fig. 3 , the BS access zone is divided into inner zone and outer zone. The system bandwidth is F. It is divided equally into three different subcarrier sets which are denoted by F 1 (Red), F 2 (Yellow) and F 3 (Green). When allocating F 1 to BS outer zone, F 2 to RS1 transmit zone, and F 3 to RS2 transmit zone, the deployment of the cellular networks can be implemented like Fig. 3 . In this scheme, the frequency reuse factor is 1 in BS inner zone and 3 in BS outer zone. To maintain RS frequency reuse factor as 1, scheme II in † Simulation model and parameters mentioned in this section can be seen from Sect. 4.1. Fig. 4 shows that RS reuses the total frequency in RS inner zone, and the outer zone frequency bands must be orthogonal with those of neighboring BS and RSs. Scheme II has better frequency efficiency than scheme I, but MSs in BS central area may suffer higher interference from neighboring RSs. Figure 5 illustrates cell layout of the above two schemes in MCNs.
Path Selection and Zone Selection Rule
Two essential issues need to be carefully considered in FFR schemes. First, the criterion is required to decide users being allocated into different zones. Second, we have to think about the size of different zones.
Under our proposed frame structure, users are served in different zones. Based on the path selection mentioned above, we propose a combination rule of path selection and zone selection. BS (or RSs) assigns different Tx power to users in inner zone and outer zone. The Tx power for users in inner zone is represented by P inner zone , and Tx power for the users in outer zone by P outer zone . The Tx power in outer zone is higher than that in inner zone. We define the power ratio of Tx power for inner zone users to Tx power for outer zone users as follows [12] : 
The power ratio γ in the FFR scheme varies from 0 to 1, which is equivalent to the frequency reuse factor changes from 3 to 1 gradually. By concentrating the Tx power towards inner zone at the cost of lowering the achievable rate, it is beneficial to reduce energy consumption and decrease the interference to the outside area.
As shown in algorithm 1, we set various values of BS power ratio and RS transmission power, and define two parameters, namely N BS , inner zone and N BS , outer zone which represent the numbers of users in inner zone and outer zone separately. N BS , inner zone and N BS , outer zone imply the size of inner zone and outer zone. BS decides which user belongs to inner zone and which one to outer zone on a per frame basis. However, in the case of RSs under the orthogonal frequency allocation scheme, even though the anti-interference performance enhancement is remarkable, RSs could actually use more frequency resources to increase the opportunity of simultaneous transmission. Compared with scheme I, RSs as well as BS adopt FFR technology in scheme II. The Tx power of RS is usually set as 4w, i.e. 36 dBm per antenna, which is equal to P RS , outer zone . We set the power ratios of two RSs in the same sector changing in synchrony. The specific algorithm is summarized in algorithm 2. It should be noted that the data rate requirements of some users in inner zone could not be met when the power ratio is small. Numerical simulations results and discussions as follows are given to find the optimum power ratio.
Resource Allocation
Determining a portion of each zone is also one important remaining problem. If we wish to make an optimal allocation, resource allocation should be made at the same time as path selection and zone selection. Actually, the segmentation of inner zone and outer zone is equivalent to the partition of users. The resource allocated in inner zone and outer zone, R inner zone and R outer zone , are determined by the numbers of users at each zone, which is fair in terms of the average radio resources allocated to each user. We allocate the resources to each BS and RS exclusively, and sum the number of users at different zone respectively.
Simulation Results
Simulation Model and Parameters
A 19 cell topology with wrap around is considered in this paper. Each cell is divided into 3 sectors, and two above rooftop (ART) RSs are deployed in each sector. Detailed system-level simulation parameters are shown in Table 2 , while detailed path loss models and antenna models of each type of station are shown in Table 3 and Table 4 .
We assume that the location of each MS is randomly distributed. Without losing generality, data streaming is assumed as the only source traffic, and full buffer services model is used to have enough packets to transmit at all times. The users are scheduled by using Round-Robin algorithm. Only the measurements of MSs at the center cell are plotted in order to show performance improvement by FFR scheme for OFDMA multi-hop networks.
Algorithm 2 BS and RSs adopt FFR algorithm
1: Initialization: set BS transmission power P BS , BS transmission power ratio γ BS , RS transmission power P RS , RS transmission power ratio γ RS , and the total number of MSs N. 2: Zone Selection and Path Selection: 
Results and Discussion
There are three key performance metrics being analyzed, i.e. cell coverage probability, sector throughput and BS/RS TX power.
The results of scheme I are shown in Fig. 6(a) . If RS Tx power P RS is 0, it is equivalent to the conventional cellular networks without RSs. From the coverage probability performance comparison, we can see that the performance of scheme I achieves the best when γ BS is 0, and P RS is 4w to 6w. Increasing the Tx power of RSs beyond the certain range would enhance the interference to cell edge users in neighboring cells. When γ BS increases, the coverage probability is irretrievably on the decline, because it is dominantly affected by intra-cell interference between BS and RSs. When γ BS is less than 0.4, and P RS less than 5w, scheme I can mostly satisfy the requirements of 95% cov- erage probability. The performance of scheme II is demonstrated in Fig. 6(b) . When RS Tx power P RS is 4w, the larger γ BS and γ RS are, the boarder the overlapping area of coverage of BS and RS that share the same frequency is, which causes SINR lower. In this case, there is quite large number of outage users. When γ BS is less than 0.3, and γ RS less than 0.5, scheme II also can mostly satisfy the requirements of 95% coverage probability. The results of sector throughput are shown in Fig. 7 . When γ BS of scheme I is small, the Tx power for users in inner zone is much low, so the throughput is small. It can be concluded that a smaller γ BS reduces the throughput for inner zone. For example, when P RS is 0, the power ratio γ BS increases, while the outer zone data rate decreases due to the increase of co-channel interference, the total throughput of the sector increases; and when P RS is 4w and γ BS is lower than 0.6, the throughput of the sector increases. On the other hand, if γ BS is larger than about 0.7, the performance is even lower. This occurs because an increase of the Tx power for BS inner zone users enhances the interference with RSs. In contrast to scheme I, when γ RS is small, the throughput of scheme II is enlarged due to high spectrum efficiency brought by RSs using FFR. It is only acceptable if coverage probability is larger than 95%, and we find the optimum throughput of scheme I and scheme II to compare with the orthogonal allocation scheme and NT-RS with centralized allocation mode. The orthogonal allocation scheme allocates access zone resources to each BS or RS exclusively within a sector, and transmissions in a cell/sector edge would be kept orthogonal with those of neighboring cell/sector [15] . In centralized allocation mode, RSs don't transmit control signals, and transmission schedule is generated by BS, though RSs provide a certain amount of throughput improvement and coverage extension. Limited by BS capability and related signaling overhead, this mode could achieve lower spectrum efficiency than a distributed one. In comparison, both scheme I and scheme II we proposed can obtain more than 10% gain of throughput. The results are shown in Table 5 . The power consumption is a key concern in mobile communication system. For FFR scheme, the low power subcarriers can be scheduled for users in inner zone. The high power subcarriers can be scheduled for users in outer zone. It is possible to use FFR to further decrease the Tx power significantly. The problem of how much energy consumption can be reduced by FFR involves the power allocation algorithm used by BS and RSs and therefore will be solved in our future work.
Conclusions
In this paper, the use of fractional frequency reuse schemes for multihop cellular networks is analyzed with the corresponding system model being presented. Then, the improvement made by FFR is proposed, which is a better tradeoff between the efficient frequency and the interference. Through simulations, it is demonstrated that FFR, although causing a bit decrease in the coverage probability, not only satisfies the requirement of 95%, but also highly improves the sector throughput. Furthermore, the Tx power needed by BS and RSs are also decreased because of concentrating the Tx power to the users in inner zone. It is helpful to research network planning and resource allocation in future multihop cellular networks through the method introduced in this paper.
